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Various services through smartphones or personal computers have become common nowadays. Accordingly, embedded malware
is rapidly increasing. *e malware is infiltrated by using short message service (SMS), wireless networks, and random calling and
makes smartphones bots in botnets.*erefore, in a system without an appropriate deterrent, smartphones are infiltrated easily. In
the security threats by malware, random calling has become serious nowadays. To develop the defensive system against random
calling and prevent the infiltration of the malware through random calling, it is required to understand the exact process of how to
make bots in the botnet. *us, this research develops a simple and ingenious mobile botnet covert network based on adjustable ID
units (SIMBAIDU) to investigate how a botnet network is established by using phone numbers. Perfect octave coding (P8 coding)
turns out to be effective in infiltrating smartphones and executing commands, which is used for botnets. *e results provide the
basic process of P8 coding which is useful for developing defensive systems of smartphones.

1. Introduction

*e information era has brought many conveniences into
people’s lives. *e internet allows fast information trans-
mission that makes the way of communication significantly
different from the past. However, the increasing use of
smartphones or personal computers for such purposes also
causes malware embedding increasingly. As the smartphone
combines the properties of computers and telephones and is
always connected to the network, personal and financial
information in them is vulnerable. *us, a botnet easily
threatens security as involving substantial economic loss [1].
It remotely controls the operating system (OS) by back-
dooring the system and embedding malware, which allows
cyberattackers to steal any information from the system.*e
botnet is different from traditional computer viruses as it is
always hidden. *erefore, users do not recognize that their
systems are included in the botnet. Malware such as Trojan
horse backdoors on the device and configures it to autostart

without the user’s acknowledgment. *e botnet is easily
infiltrated into smartphones as making them the bots for
control. *e obscurity and complexity of the botnet are
critical issues as it bypasses the phone’s commands in their
OSs.

Many researchers have tried to find a way to protect from
botnet infiltration and its cyberattacks with the aims of
reinforcing security and preventing malicious attacks [2].
Earlier, the research focused on how to detect the botnet [3]
using a system such as a honeypot. Later on, an additional
passive system was added for web traffic diagnostics [4].
*ese technologies were based on several different types
such as signature-, anomaly-, DNS-, and mining-based
approaches.

In the honeypot, the higher the ability to attract mali-
cious attacks, the more efficient to collect information and
find new episodes. Whether low or high interactivity, the
honeypot increases the probability of being attacked asmuch
as possible and then collects the expected information.
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Several honeypots comprise a whole honeynet that spreads
the honeynet spots and integrates the honeypot data for
malicious behavior analysis. *e honeypot help understands
the techniques and features of the botnet. However, it
usually takes a long time. *e web traffic surveillance pin-
points the botnet’s existence in the passive monitoring and
the analysis of network traffic. However, the mining-based
diagnostic [4] only spots well-known botnets; signature-,
anomaly-, and DNS-based diagnostics detect the bots or
botnets that have not been discovered before. When an
attacker modifies the network architecture or protocol into a
botnet, the users can use DNS and mining-based diagnostic
detection technology to detect botnets. *ese diagnostics
make it easy to identify botnets, regardless of whether the
attacker is adjusting its process or designing [4] the potential
for information security in both methods.

*e botnet diagnostics are based on the peer-to-peer
(P2P) or hybrid system [5]. As it processes Internet relay
chat (IRC) and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), P2P is
regarded to be relatively good for the detection of botnet
infiltration [6]. However, due to the limitation of the power
and memory of the smartphone, antivirus software is not
appropriate for botnet diagnostics of the smartphone. As
smartphones are using various applications, the botnet
causes severer security problems for the smartphone than
any other operating system [7]. *erefore, there has been
much research on the mobile botnet. How to detect and
prevent the related cyberattacks, the new covert channel, and
the botnet control mode are critical issues nowadays.
However, as the mobile botnet is originated from the tra-
ditional botnet of personal computers, its details have not
been discussed considerably [8–11].

Zeng et al. [12] showed that the botnet is more vigorous
on personal computers than the mobile devices. For the
mobile botnet, technologies related to BlueTooth, short
message service (SMS), and commands and control (C&C)
are required to consider [8, 10, 13–15]. Recent research has
been focused on the Android botnet such as DroidDream
[16] as the use of SMS as a covert channel in the mobile
botnet was found. To prevent such incidents, modifying
caller ID numbers is recommended, which solves the en-
countered problems on many mobile OSs. As the caller ID
numbers keep changing, the attacker cannot decide which
data or command to transmit. *ey also need to start
networking services whenever trying to manipulate the
callee. As long as the victim’s smartphone is turned on and
infected by malware, the attacker uses caller ID numbers for
including them as bots without the limits of cost and lo-
cation. However, when the caller ID numbers keep
changing, the smartphone becomes self-protecting and
concealment. Despite the easiness and effectiveness, there
are not many research results on the use of the caller ID
number for preventing mobile botnet infiltration. *us, this
paper focuses on hidden communication and the control
model on the smartphone with the following research
objectives.

We aim to propose a hidden communication model by
using caller IDs to transmit the binary file, a simple and
ingenious mobile botnet covert network based on

adjustable ID units (SIMBAIDU). *is applies to any
platform regardless of its operating system. *rough the
test of the proposed model on Windows Mobile 6 (WM6),
we also intend to use caller IDs to send binary executable
files, which proves that using caller IDs is used for pre-
venting covert channel controls. As the maximum
number of digits of caller IDs is 15 according to the E.164
standard, the experiment results provide a compression
method in encoding transferring files and the permuta-
tions and combinations of the caller IDs. *e model
enables sending commands at different times by using
changing caller IDs. *e proposed model prevents the
infiltration of the mobile botnet, which is applied to the
networks such as general packet radio service (GPRS),
4 G, 5 G, and Wi-Fi for the concealed communication by
modifying the caller IDs.

2. Proposed System and Simulation

2.1. System Structure. *e structure of the proposed system
is shown in Figure 1. *e botmaster or botherder is the
master and manipulator of a botnet. *e victim is the person
with an infiltrated mobile device by malware. Generally, the
attacker makes the bot program that runs automatically after
each reboot and is hidden by the bot program.*e proposed
system uses P8 coding for changing the original caller IDs.
*e caller mechanism here assumes the attacker’s infiltration
and spoofing by using the caller IDs. Any command or
binary execution file is sent through different phone
numbers (caller IDs) and caller ID modification. In the
proposed model, we cooperated with a telecommunication
operator to change the caller IDs.

2.2. Operation of Malware. In hidden communication, the
attacker downloads and sets up malware through social
engineering as unnoticed by the user. *e attacker uses
malicious code for calling which sends binary files and then
issues a command to execute calling. *is is a typical process
of making a botnet. If the malware gives an instruction, it
executes the corresponding operation. With a part of a
binary file, it is hidden in the device. By executing the files,
the malware operates the mobile device as the attacker
wants. Without knowing, the victim may pay extra charges
and start specific programs that delete the data remotely.*e
attacker turns the victim’s device to be a springboard to call
others and tries to infiltrate other devices that are connected
to the victim’s device. *is approach has three essential
features, so-called, three zeros: zero cost to spend, zero
packets to use, and zero chance to be revealed.

In sending binary executable files, Win32 API and the
registry keys are used to capture caller IDs. Caller IDs, in
general, have phone numbers with up to nine digits, ten
different names, and decimal separators. We used phone
numbers as caller IDs in this study. As computers commonly
use hexadecimal from zero to F, using binary files requires
changing caller IDs based on P8 coding. Sending commands
and files demands changing phone numbers as the malware
uses different arrangements and frequencies of the numbers
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based on P8 coding.*e implementation of the arrangement
is a permutation with or without repetition as follows:

permutationswith repetition : n
r commands, (1)

permutationswithout repetition : P(n, r) �
n!

(n − r)!
commands, (2)

where n is the total number of phone numbers and r is the
number of the phone numbers for finding victims. r is
usually determined when the attacker programs the bot
malware. Equations (1) and (2) present the total number of
commands that the attacker issues. To reduce the complexity
of communications when controlling and avoid annoyance,
permutations without repetition are usually used. With
permutations without repetition, the attacker uses one
command for one device or one command for several de-
vices according to the designed order. For instance, six IDs
create 30 available commands (6!/4!� 30). *erefore, it is
enough to use 2 or 3 numbers to issue commands to control
simple malicious behavior.

*e history of calls is recorded by the telecommunication
carrier as long as the callee answers in Taiwan. *us, the
carrier does not have any record of when the attacker in-
filtrates without the callee’s answer. *erefore, the attacker
then hides the identity, and the infiltrated device as a bot
executes any given commands.

2.3. Compression and Encoding

2.3.1. Compression and Decompresssion. *ere are a huge
number of applications that implement on the victim’s
smartphone through the attacker’s call. *e binary exe-
cutable files are sent in general.*us, octal is used to code the
related program and confirm the loss-less data compression.

In the Perfect Octave Coding (P8 Coding), octal couples
with clefs (eight and nine) and a run-length approach. *is
method is based on encoding numbers into musical notes. In
sending, the sender needs to convert the hexadecimal data

into a phone number. As the first step, three bytes of
hexadecimal data are read as shown in Figure 2. At the
second step, hexadecimal codes are converted into binary
codes (Figure 3). *en, the binary codes are packaged into
octal codes (Figure 4). Finally, the codes are compressed to
obtain the second sequence. To packet the second sequence
and to group 15 digits of a phone number, phone numbers
are used as caller IDs for calling the victim’s device.

2.3.2. P8 Coding. When the malware of the victim’s device
receives the decompressed command, its binary executable
file does not appear on the device. Its conversion is carried
out in the reverse order of the sender’s process. *e data
compression uses a run-length encoding method that
combines octal numbers and the number of conversions to
decompress them without error.

A sample of the syntax of P8 coding is similar to music
scores. A clef is used as a flag, and key signatures present the
number of repetitions. Time signatures represent the name
of exact repeating times for coding patterns. Notes are the
numbers from zero to seven. *is system uses the clef, time
signature, notes, and key signatures depending on actual
compression requirements. *e brackets in Figure 5
showing the syntax of the compression represent the op-
tion fields that are optional in compression.

According to the syntax, Figures 6 and 7 show examples
of P8 codings. When a clef is eight, the number of repetitions
is defined from 5 (one digit) to 99 (two digits). When a clef is
9, the number of repetitions is greater than 99. It contin-
uously squeezes adjacent repeating fingers into six or more
numeric characters. As previously described, the number of

Botmaster (botherder)

Caller Mechansim

2. Call

3. Do somthing...
1. Download and setup

(through social engineering)

Internet

Client Bot

Victim

Something

Figure 1: *e structure of the proposed system.
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repetitions is greater than 100, a clef digit is 9. When a key
signature digit indicates the number of repetitions to be 3,
then repeating times are in three digits. For example, in case
of “931342,” “9” is for the number of repetitions greater than
100, “3” indicates the number in three digits, “134” is the
number, and “2” is for repeating the process twice. In the
case of “9410003,” “4” indicates the number in four digits
and the repetition occurs 1000 times. As we use octal codes,
the used numbers 8 and 9 are the signs for information. If a
time signature has only one digit, we need “8” as an end
code.

If the location of bi+1 is 8, then bi must be 0 to 7,
indicating that the number of exact times (bi−1, time
signature) is five to nine. If bi+1 is zero to seven, then bi must
be zero to nine. bi−1 and bi represent ten and nine digits of
the exact times. bi+1 represents the number of digits (in
Figure 8).

*e role of clefs is shown in Figure 9 that represents a
mutually exclusive relation. When the exact time is great
than 100, it resolves the digit of the number of actual times.
*en, that will use the clef of 9 as shown in Figure 7. “8” on

the left is a sign to reveal the meaning of the following digits.
*e purpose of the design is to reduce the amount of data
and for loss-less transmission. “9” as the first digit signals
another encoding rule for “key signature” as follows: “9,”
“the digits of duplicate times,” “duplicate times,” “octal
number.” *is is generalized as the following syntax of P8
coding: “clef 9,” “key signature,” “time signature,” and
“note.”

*erefore, the syntax needs onemore field to indicate the
number of digits of exact times (key signature). *e exact
times from five to nine have a single digit. *en, the file is
compressed with a clef of eight or nine. When the adjacent
number is seven, and the number of exact duplicate times is
nine, as shown in Figure 10. As discussed before, the
compressed length by a duplicate time of 8 or 9 is the same.
We use a clef of 9 for a duplicate time of over 100 and 8 for
that of below 99.

2.4. Simulation. *e experiment was simulating the syntax
on the desktop computer in the Windows 7 operating
system. *e computer was equipped with a 3.00 GHz AMD
Athlon(TM) II X2 250 processor and 2GB of random
access memory (RAM). *e binary files corresponding to
P8 coding were compressed and analyzed by using several
caller IDs. We created a program called “hello-world binary
executable file” whose size was 3500 bytes. *e file displays
the word “hi” in a message box when it modifies or
overrides the function of the smartphone or uses another
Windows API. With the file, we created the other binary
executable file for calling other smartphones.*e size of the
original file was 7680 bytes. *e files were extracted and
converted to a binary file by using a mobile device of HP
iPAQ. *ey used specific phone numbers to execute con-
version and data-saving commands. Windows Mobile 6
Professional Emulator displayed the particular phone
number which they want to release. *e files were pro-
grammed to appear in a specific dictionary by the attacker
and operate.

*e experiment included the following steps: (1) mas-
tering several groups of available phone numbers, (2) calling
the victim’s smartphone to make it a bot, (3) infiltrating into
other smartphones by calling from the smartphone, and (4)
running a simple executable file. As calling and infiltrating
into random smartphones is illegal, we simulated the process
by using Windows Mobile 6 Professional Emulator.

3. Results and Discussion

In the simulation, sending the file to the victim’s smartphone
numbers from calling to executing the file took about 7.8 s on
average. Sending the file to 212 smartphones took 27.5m to
complete the operation. When the file was octal coded, the
size of the file was 9559 bytes which was 2.7 times larger than
the original file. *e compressed file with P8 coding had a
reduced size of 3135 bytes in the second sequence. *e file
compression ratio of the octal coding was 32.8%, while that
of the P8 coding was 87.5%. *is result reveals the com-
pression ability of P8 coding.

CF 0A 30

Figure 2: *e original hexadecimal code.

CF 0A 30

Figure 3: Converted binary codes from the hexadecimal codes.

CF

6 03 6 0 6 05

0A 30

Figure 4: *e octal codes are converted from the binary codes.
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In the process, the data need to be expanded to octal
numbers first. Since P8 coding compresses the file, it is
important to consider the compression ratio in the following
process: another customized binary executable of the file
function, for example, is calling with some of the related
operations. *is original file is 7680 bytes. Octal coding
increased the size to 20482 bytes. After compression by P8

Clef (Clef)Time signature Note
Key
sign.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: *e (a) syntax of P8 coding and (b) music notes.

Duplicate times: 5~99

8 8duplicate times

(‘5’ ~ ‘9’)

number

(‘0’ ~ ‘7’)

(a)

number

(‘0’ ~ ‘7’)
8 duplicate times

(tens digit)

(‘1’ ~ ‘9’)
duplicate times

(units digit)

(‘1’ ~ ‘9’)

(b)

Figure 6: Examples of P8 coding with the clef of 8. (a) Duplicate times of 5 to 9. (b) Duplicate times of 10 to 99.

(‘0’ ~ ‘7’)

9

Duplicate times: above 100

digits

(above ‘3’)

duplicate times
(∗∗∗digit)

duplicate times
(∗∗digit)

3, 4, 5 digit, ... or above

(‘1’ ~ ‘9’)

duplicate times
(∗digit)

(‘0’ ~ ‘9’)

number

(’0’ ~ ‘7’)

Figure 7: Examples of P8 coding with the clef of 9.

bi–1 bi+1bi 

88

(a)

bi–1 bi+1bi 

8 tens
digit

(‘1’ ~ ‘9’) (‘0’ ~ ‘9’) (‘0’ ~ ‘7’)

units
digit

(b)

Figure 8: Compression format of P8 coding.

(if bi+1 == ‘8 ’)

(if bi+1 == ‘0’ ~ ‘7’ )

(Done => bi == ‘0’ ~ ‘7’ )
(Done =>

bi == ‘0’ ~ ‘9’ && (bi–1, bi) = (tens digit, units digit))

Figure 9: Using clefs in P8 coding that is coded by using C++.

8

9

8

9

Duplicate
times

9

Duplicate
times

1

Digits

7

Number

7

Number

Figure 10:*e syntax with a duplicate time of a single digit (5 to 9).
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coding, it decreased to 13446 bytes.*e compression ratio of
the P8 coding was 65.6%. When compared to the size of the
original file, no compression effect was observed.*e file size
was increased by 2.7 times by the octal coding when mul-
tiplying by eight and dividing by three. *e compression
process opened the sequence of octal codes rather than the
original data in the coding method of this study. *us, there
is an indirect compression of the original file. If an improved
compression ratio of the original file is needed, the com-
pression ratio needs to be increased in octal coding. *en,
the compression effect is enhanced. Antivirus software such
as Airscanner Antivirus for Windows Mobile and Trend
Micro Mobile Security Enterprise 5.5 scanning did not
detect the files in the mobile device for the experiment.

4. Conclusions

*is paper proposes a botnet that regulates caller IDs, es-
pecially phone numbers, as a simple and ingenious mobile
botnet covert network based on adjustable ID units (SIM-
BAIDU). SIMBAIDU is the first systematic way to establish
malicious attacks. By using perfect octave coding (P8 cod-
ing), hexadecimal codes are converted into binary codes and
then into octal codes to call and execute a command to
control the infiltrated smartphone. After calling the phone
numbers stored in the victim’s smartphones, a bot program
decompresses the caller IDs of the smartphone and sends
binary executable files. *is process allows manipulating the
victims’ smartphones remotely and establishing covert
channels.

For preventing this approach of establishing the covert
channel, the VoIP carriers need to offer the users the right to
change their caller IDs frequently. Potential threats by
mobile botnets are regarded to be through SMS and wireless
networks yet, but this study proves that caller IDs are also a
covert channel. *e fraudsters from overseas keep trying to
call with modified phone numbers and some websites
provide a tool for changing them. In this situation, the
results of this study show how caller IDs are used as a
channel for cyberattacks using the botnet. As P8 coding is
used for making botnets, the proposed process provides the
basis for suggesting possible defenses to prevent such
threats.
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